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The Sixth Sense: a forgotten, hidden key lying dormant within every human..Is it possible to:-

Influence reality with the power of thought?- Push into the universal mind, vastly increasing your

intelligence?- Easily reach peak states for real, breakthrough spiritual experiences?Indeed and

much more. This is not just another fuzzy New Age book about a magical, vague 'sixth

sense'.Igniting the Sixth Sense deals with the magnetic sense that allows birds, whales, bees and

many other animals to detect and use magnetic fields in ways that seem impossible for humans.

Yet, we possess this same natural ability. What happens if you combine a modern human with an

active, magnetic sensory? They display skills and abilities that seem, at times, super-human.Eric

Pepin, the #1 spiritual  bestselling author of Meditation within Eternity and The Handbook of the

Navigator, takes you on a journey where you will discover:* How to access a larger memory beyond

your own; the Akashic Records* Discover the method of magnetic prana attraction that makes the

entire Universe react to who you are and what you want* How to enhance every mind, body and

spiritual technique you practice. Including meditation, martial arts and more* The 15 minute miracle

that gives you nearly unlimited amounts of energy* How to create a 'psychic buffer' so you aren't

overwhelmed, harmed or influenced by the energy and thoughts of others* Learn the secret to

programming your own energy fieldAnd that's just the beginning. There are 280 pages worth,

packed with in-depth knowledge and effective techniques you can easily apply. It's all here, and it

works.
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The book Meditation within Eternity was the foundation. This book is the launching pad. I have

never seen such powerful knowledge printed in a book. The "High Guard" chapter on energy

defense was extremely informative. I imagine monks practicing the techniques in secret in a

monastery. The two techniques were extremely well explained and I felt them working on my very

first attempt.The "Akashic Records" chapter was even better. Edgar Cayce work gave me some

understanding but a very different expectation. Eric's description is much richer and more detailed,

including some information about how might try to approach this kind of knowledge yourself. I can

only imagine how this kind of information might change the world if it becomes more widely

known.And "assimilation"? Is this a scientific explanation for "skin-walkers"? It explains so much.The

chapter on raising spiritual children is my favorite. I can't remember another spritiual book covering

this topic that is important to those of us with kids.At times, this book can quickly move from topic to

topic, but each short topic is jam-packed with information to consider, meditate on, and learn from.

I was first introduced to Eric Peppin a few years ago when several people were debating whether

his material was better than Holosync. There are people on both sides of the argument, and I can't

give a final answer other than to say most people rate him either 1st or 2nd place, either is

outstanding. What I can say is that his material is very thorough, and is some of the top rated

material on spiritual growth and meditation. What is great about Peppin is that he is not stingy with

his work. Many people give only partial material and then lure you to buy more material to get the

rest of the information. Peppin does not do that, his work is complete, and this book is not

exception, coming in at almost 300 pages. You don't have to buy this and then buy more of his

material to get a full course, it is all here. On a side note, I once scratched my CDS from his

program, I contacted customer service (over 3 years after the purchase) and told them my dilemma.

They forwarded me all the recordings for free and said, "Welcome back." Total class act!!

Riveting, Astonishing, Revolutionary Truths - that will blow your mind and make you question



reality.This book contains knowledge so powerful, it will shock you to the very core of your being

and stir an ancient part of yourself. Say goodbye to the black and white world you once knew, you

will not finish this book as the same person you were, when you started it.I once managed a

metaphysical book store. Nothing and I truly mean --Nothing-- at all, even remotely compares to this

book!The Author Delivers New, Ground Breaking, Never Before Heard of Material!This book

changed my life in a very positive way~It seems Impossible to NOT have your Sixth Sense Ignited

after reading this book!

As a follow up to Meditation Within Eternity, Eric Pepin expands upon the knowledge that he has

previously given to further develop your spiritual consciousness with Igniting the Sixth Sense. The

depth of understanding how your thoughts affect you every day will help you in all aspects of your

life. He also explains the importance of the Sixth Sense in your spiritual path, the missing sense that

has been hidden from most spiritual seekers. You will learn easy-to-incorporate techniques that will

help you to develop this forgotten sense, as well as practical ways to defend yourself against

negative energy that you encounter every day.If you are seriously seeking the next level of your

spiritual development, I highly recommend this book. The knowledge and techniques contained in it,

when applied consistently, will accelerate your consciousness beyond imagination.

Read Chogyam Trungpa Rinpoche's "Cutting Through Spiritual Materialism" before purchasing this

book. There are some subtle spiritual truths to what he writes, but a lot of misinformation and a lot of

ego. The ego part is a trap and can cause a lot of suffering on the path of spirituality. This author

seems to think that he is privy to some special knowledge and has even created his own body of

teachings. While he may have had some profound experiences, it seems his ego has taken claim of

specialness. Be wary of the information unless you have a very strong grounding in your own

spiritual path and are able to discern the subtle truths. Playing with astral energy is dangerous and

can have unintended consequences. If you are not on a spiritual path, but just curious, it would be

wise to question why one would want to dabble in the unseen phenomena but neglect spirituality.

Armed with the essential knowledge and groundbreaking techniques provided in this book, you're

sure to far surpass any of the "professional" psychics!You'll learn everything you need to know

about psychometry, clairvoyance, the Akashic Records, psychic defense, and so many other

techniques that you've probably never heard of!



Another life changing book by Eric Pepin. I've read alot of books lately on these types of subjects

and they all seem to sound the same. This book is not just another one with words that just repeat

what all the rest say. You can feel the truth in his books. Thank you
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